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Abstract

Earth’s magnetotail is filled with solar wind and ionospheric electrons, whose initial energies are significantly lower than the

typical energies (temperatures) of plasmasheet electrons. One of the most common mechanisms responsible for heating of solar

wind and ionospheric electrons in Earth’s magnetotail is adiabatic heating caused by earthward convection of these electrons

from the deep tail (i.e., from the region of a weak magnetic field) towards the region of stronger magnetic fields closer to

Earth. This heating is moderated by electron losses into the ionosphere due to local wave scattering. In this study, we compare

electron spectra from simultaneous observations of The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms

(THEMIS) spacecraft at different radial distances with spectra obtained from a simple model that includes adiabatic heating

and losses. Our comparison shows that the model heating significantly overestimates the increase in energetic (>1 keV) electron

fluxes, indicating that losses are essential for accurate modelling of the observed spectra. The required electron losses are similar

to or even greater than the losses in the strong diffusion limit (when the loss cone is full). The latter can be interpreted as loss

cone widening by field-aligned electron acceleration.
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Abstract17

Earth’s magnetotail is filled with solar wind and ionospheric electrons, whose initial18

energies are significantly lower than the typical energies (temperatures) of plasmasheet19

electrons. One of the most common mechanisms responsible for heating of solar wind20

and ionospheric electrons in Earth’s magnetotail is adiabatic heating caused by earth-21

ward convection of these electrons from the deep tail (i.e., from the region of a weak22

magnetic field) towards the region of stronger magnetic fields closer to Earth. This23

heating is moderated by electron losses into the ionosphere due to local wave scat-24

tering. In this study, we compare electron spectra from simultaneous observations of25

The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS)26

spacecraft at different radial distances with spectra obtained from a simple model that27

includes adiabatic heating and losses. Our comparison shows that the model heating28

significantly overestimates the increase in energetic (> 1 keV) electron fluxes, indi-29

cating that losses are essential for accurate modelling of the observed spectra. The30

required electron losses are similar to or even greater than the losses in the strong31

diffusion limit (when the loss cone is full). The latter can be interpreted as loss cone32

widening by field-aligned electron acceleration.33

1 Introduction34

Magnetotail electrons contribute significantly to current sheet formation (e.g.,35

Artemyev et al. (2020)) and play a crucial role in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling36

via precipitation (e.g., (Newell et al., 2009; Khazanov et al., 2018; Ni et al., 2016;37

Nishimura et al., 2020)) and field-aligned currents (e.g., Chaston et al. (2005); Keiling38

et al. (2009)). Magnetotail electron energization and dynamics are determined by39

the interplay between their various sources and heating mechanisms. Three main40

sources of magnetotail electrons are: solar-wind electrons transported from the distant41

tail (Sergeev et al., 1996; Ganushkina et al., 2013); electrons transported from the42

ionosphere (Walsh et al., 2013); and magnetosheath electrons transported across the43

low-latitude magnetopause (Fujimoto et al., 1998). Three main heating mechanisms44

are: adiabatic heating by convection (Lyons, 1984; Sergeev et al., 2001; Artemyev45

et al., 2012); acceleration by magnetic reconnection (Imada et al., 2011; Egedal et46

al., 2012) and reconnection-related transients (e.g., dipolarization fronts, see Ashour-47

Abdalla et al. (2011); Gabrielse et al. (2012); Birn et al. (2013)); and acceleration48

by transient parallel electric fields carried by kinetic Alfven waves (Damiano et al.,49

2015; Artemyev et al., 2015; Damiano et al., 2016). The relative contributions of all50

these sources and energization mechanisms are still unclear. Unlike other mechanisms,51

which are transient, the first mechanism operates continuously, and thus is likely the52

most important source of thermal electrons in the mid- and near-Earth magnetotail.53

When transient acceleration is not occurring, electron heating by plasma convec-54

tion should be moderated mostly by electron scattering and subsequent losses to the55

ionosphere. Thermal and subthermal electron scattering is commonly attributed to56

electron-cyclotron (Ni et al., 2012; X. Zhang et al., 2014), whistler-mode (Ni, Thorne,57

Meredith, et al., 2011; Panov et al., 2013; Khazanov et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2020)58

waves and various broadband electrostatic waves (Vasko et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2020;59

Khazanov et al., 2021), whereas energetic (> few keV) electron scattering is attributed60

to magnetic field-line curvature (Birmingham, 1984; Büchner & Zelenyi, 1989). Strong61

currents in the magnetotail current sheet lead to a small (< 100 km) curvature field-62

line radius (Runov et al., 2006). Thus, even without transients traditionally associated63

with enhanced electron precipitation, > 1 keV electron scattering could be effective64

(Liang et al., 2011, 2012; Panov et al., 2013; Eshetu et al., 2018). To date, these quiet-65

time electron losses have not been quantified, and how they modify convective heating66

is unknown. Details of such combined heating/losses effect are important for accurate67

modeling of electron transport into the inner magnetosphere, where these electrons68
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Figure 1. THEMIS spacecraft positions in GSM X-Y and X-Z planes during one event from

our dataset (during a one-hour time span ).
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serve as the main energy source for electromagnetic whistler-mode waves (Tao et al.,69

2011; X. Zhang et al., 2018) as well as a source of seed electrons for the radiation belts70

(e.g., Gabrielse et al. (2012); Ganushkina et al. (2014, 2015); Jaynes et al. (2015)).71

To investigate the evolution of thermal and suprathermal electrons during their72

earthward convection, one must measure their spectra simultaneously at different dis-73

tances downtail of Earth. Time-averaged statistics (Stiles et al., 1978; Walsh et al.,74

2011; Artemyev et al., 2014) from single spacecraft missions do not allow one to75

separate temporal effects (caused by transient flows) from spatial effects related to76

electron heating due to quasi-steady transport along the tail. The THEMIS mission77

(Angelopoulos, 2008), however, with several spacecraft distributed along the tail, pro-78

vides a unique opportunity for investigations of such evolution. Recent results from this79

mission show an increase in the electron temperature Te with Bz magnetic field mag-80

nitude (in GSM coordinates) in the region of x ∈ [−30,−10]RE downtail (Artemyev81

et al., 2013; Runov et al., 2015). Although these observations are consistent with the82

adiabatic heating model (i.e., Te/B
q
z ∼ const and q ≤ 1, because the conservation of83

the electron magnetic moment and the second adiabatic invariant results in electron84

energy increase with the magnetic field increase along the electron drift orbits, see85

Tverskoy (1969); Zelenyi et al. (1990)) the absence of strong transverse anisotropy in86

heated electrons indicates that scattering is operating (Lyons, 1984). Therefore, elec-87

tron distribution functions must be investigated to estimate the role of electron losses88

in the process of adiabatic heating.89

We analyze measurements of three THEMIS spacecraft when they were at large90

separations (several to tens of Earth radii), nearly aligned along the magnetotail (along91

the typical direction of quasi-steady convection), around the magnetic equator (see92

typical spacecraft positions during one event in Fig.1). Such selected observational93

intervals (hereafter called ”events”) allow us to estimate the efficiency of adiabatic94

heating and the timescales of scattering that result in electron losses. We also compare95

these estimates to the strong diffusion limit in the magnetotail and speculate on nature96

of the implicated electron losses.97

A detailed description of the observational dataset and event list is given in98

Sect. 2. In Sections 3 and 4, we provide estimates of adiabatic heating and losses as99

derived from the observed electron spectra during each event. In Sect. 5, we discuss100

possible uncertainties in our analysis caused by dawn-dusk gradients of the electron101

spectra in the deep tail or by local acceleration mechanisms. We also provide estimates102

of the altitudes at which electrons should be lost (i.e., estimates of the actual loss cone103

size). These estimates, which are derived from the strong diffusion equation, have life-104

times consistent with the observed electron spectra. We discuss possible mechanisms105

responsible for electron losses and summarize our findings in Sect. 6.106

2 Spacecraft data and analysis technique107

We study six events (observational intervals) during which three THEMIS space-108

craft (ThB, ThC, and ThD) were in the near-equatorial magnetotail current sheet109

for one hour. We use magnetic field (Auster et al., 2008) measurements with 3s110

(spin-period) resolution in GSM coordinates. THEMIS ion and electron electrostatic111

analyzers (McFadden et al., 2008) provide ion flow velocity, electron moments, and112

energy spectra with the same resolution.113

An example spacecraft alignment is shown in Fig. 1; the entire list of selected114

events is in Table (1). From these time intervals, we choose (for each satellite) only115

measurements very close to the neutral plane: with a Bx component less than Bz or116

|B| < 5nT (i.e., the field magnitude is small enough). To exclude very fast crossings117

of the current sheet (which could be prone to temporal aliasing of the plasma mea-118
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Table 1. Table of events

Number Date Start time End time

1. 01-Jan-2008 05:00 05:30
2. 01-Jan-2008 08:30 09:30
3. 17-Jan-2008 08:20 08:50
4. 26-Feb-2008 05:10 05:30
5. 14-Jan-2009 10:00 10:30
6. 14-Jan-2009 12:00 12:30

Figure 2. An event from our dataset. Panels (a), (c), and (e) show magnetic field measure-

ments from FGM at ThB, ThC, and ThD; panel (b), (d), and (f) show ion velocity (vx GSM)

and electron temperature measured by the three spacecraft. The gray boxes mark selected time

intervals when the satellite is close enough to the current layer according to our criteria in Sect.

2.

surements), we retain only subintervals with continuous measurements longer than119

one minute. In addition, we exclude subintervals that contain dipolarization events120

(Runov et al., 2009) in the downtail region: if Bz > 15 nT on ThB or ThC, we exclude121

±5 min measurements around this strong Bz.122

One event from Table (1) is shown in Figure 2. The three pairs of panels show123

magnetic field (GSM components and magnitude), vx component of ion bulk flow,124

and electron temperature measurements from the three spacecraft (ThB was ∼ 20RE125

downtail, ThC was ∼ 15RE downtail, and ThD was ∼ 10RE downtail). During several126

subintervals (shown by grey background) the spacecraft were sufficiently close to the127

equator to consider differences of their electron measurements as a result of different128

spacecraft radial distances. We identify |vx| > 100km/s as a fast flow (Angelopoulos et129

al., 1993, 2008) and do not take measurements within such fast flows into consideration.130

In the event from Fig.2, ThD does not observe any fast flows, and we exclude ThC, ThB131

measurements with such flows (note that the midtail is generally filled with fast flows132

–5–
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Figure 3. Error bars show the electron temperature Te(x) and the magnetic field Bz(x) dur-

ing the six events from Table (1) at ThB, ThC and ThD possitions with time averaging over

near-current-sheet subintervals for each event (see text for details). Blue curve corresponds to

power-law fit obtained by least squares method.

from the distant (Kiehas et al., 2018) and near-Earth (Baker et al., 1996) reconnection133

regions, and such flows, usually accompanied by Bz peaks, can significantly change the134

electron temperature Te and the electron spectrum (Gabrielse et al., 2014; Runov et135

al., 2011)). The slowest temperature variations are caused by the spacecraft’s motion136

relative to the equator (Te peaks at Bx ∼ 0 and goes down as |Bx| increases, see137

Artemyev, Zelenyi, et al. (2011)). Note that temperature variations due to energetic138

electron transport by fast plasma flows(Gabrielse et al., 2017, 2019) are excluded139

from the analysis. Thus, only observations of quiet, near-equatorial current sheet140

(subintervals) are selected for each event in Table (1); we evaluate the average electron141

temperature and Bz for these subinterval observations.142

All six events are characterized by monotonic increases in the average electron143

temperature Te(x) and average magnetic field Bz(x) (see Fig. 3). Such increases show144

that the selected intervals of Te, Bz are sufficiently quiet and do not contain transients145

that would change the positive dTe/dx, dBz/dx gradients.146

Figure 3 shows electron temperature and magnetic field Bz measurements at147

three radial distances (for Bz we also show power-law fit determined from the least148

square method). Te profiles demonstrate electron heating with earthward convection.149

To model this heating, we analyze electron energy distributions (phase space density150

versus energy). We examine only energy distributions (spectra) of equatorial electrons151

(with pitch angles α ∈ [80◦, 110◦]) measured near the neutral plane (see criteria in152

Sect. 2).153

–6–
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Figure 4. Electron distribution functions from the three THEMIS spacecraft during the six

events, in our database (see text for details).

The distribution functions averaged over the selected time intervals are shown154

in Fig. 4. To exclude cold ionospheric electrons and possible photoelectrons in the155

lower energies, we exclude measurements in the E < 50 eV energy range. We examine156

the phase space density that is expected to be conserved (in the absence of electron157

losses) along electron drift orbits. The distribution functions shown in Fig. 4 have a158

flat energy profile extended over a broad energy range for E < 1 keV (such a profile is159

sometimes called a flat-top distribution, see Asano et al. (2008); Nagai et al. (2013)).160

For E > 1 keV the phase space density drops exponentially (or as a power law, see161

Christon et al. (1991); Sarafopoulos et al. (2001)). This profile is typical of electron162

spectra in the magnetotail current sheet (see statistics in Artemyev et al. (2014)).163

We also examine the electron flux anisotropy for all events. Figure 5 shows that164

the normalized flux difference (f‖ − f⊥)/(f‖ + f⊥) (where f‖,⊥ are the average fluxes165

over [0, 30◦], [150◦, 180◦] and [75◦, 105◦] pitch angles) is larger than one for E < 1 keV.166

This field-aligned anisotropy of < 1 keV electrons is typical in the Earth’s magnetotail167

(Walsh et al., 2011; Artemyev et al., 2014) and can be associated with the ionospheric168

outflow (Walsh et al., 2013). In the energy range of > 1 keV, (f‖ − f⊥)/(f‖ + f⊥) is169

rather close to zero. Thus, we can assume that pitch-angle scattering is sufficiently170

strong for this energy range.171

3 Electron convective heating172

Assuming adiabatic electron heating along electron drift orbits (during earthward173

convection), we can compare the phase space density profiles measured by ThB and174

map profiles measured by ThC and ThD (which are closer to Earth) to the location of175

ThB. Figure 6 (right) shows such a comparison for one event on 1 January 2008. The176

phase space density measured at ThB clearly overestimates the phase space density177

recalculated at ThB from ThC and ThD, i.e., to obtain spectra observed by ThC178

–7–
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Figure 5. Electron distribution functions from three spacecraft during six events. See text for

details.

and ThD from ThB, we should start with phase space density magnitudes smaller179

than actual measuremebrs on ThB. Therefore, Fig. 6 shows that the evolution of180

electron distributions (during earthward electron convection) is most likely affected181

by electron losses. Note that for this spectrum comparison, we use omnidirectional182

electron fluxes, because Fig. 5 demonstrates almost isotropic electron distributions at183

> 1 keV energies.184

And, indeed, several mechanisms responsible for electron scattering result in185

pitch-angle decrease and finally in losses into the atmosphere from, for example, res-186

onant electron interactions with electron cyclotron harmonic waves (X. Zhang et al.,187

2014; X.-J. Zhang et al., 2015), with whistler waves (Ni, Thorne, Meredith, et al.,188

2011; Khazanov et al., 2014), electrostatic turbulence (Vasko et al., 2017; Shen et189

al., 2020; Khazanov et al., 2021) or electron scattering by magnetic field line curva-190

ture (Birmingham, 1984). The latter one can be significantly enhanced by ultra-low-191

frequency Bz fluctuations in the midtail (Volwerk et al., 2004), which locally reduce192

equatorial Bz and decrease the curvature radius (Eshetu et al., 2018). The large vari-193

ety of scattering/loss mechanisms suggests that such losses in 2D energy, pitch-angle194

space can only be investigated quantitatively by combining global MHD simulations195

(e.g., Eshetu et al. (2018)) with evaluations of wave-particle interaction (e.g., Ni et al.196

(2016); Khazanov et al. (2018)). Here we simplify the description of losses and combine197

all them within a lifetime estimate that describes how phase space density decreases198

with time for different electron energies (see details of this approach in Horne et al.199

(2005); Balikhin et al. (2012)).200

To determine whether a combination of adiabatic heating and losses can repro-
duce the observed evolution of the electron energy distribution, f(E), we use a simple
kinetic equation:

∂f

∂t
=
∂f

∂E
Ė − f

τloss(E)
(1)

where τloss(E) is a characteristic electron loss time, and Ė is the energy change due to
earthward convection. Assuming an adiabatic energy change, E = E0bq, b = Bz/Bz0,

–8–
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we write Ė = qE0bq−1 (∂b/∂x) ẋ, where q may vary between one (for anisotropic heating
of equatorial electrons, see Tverskoy (1969)) and 2/3 (for heating accompanied by
isotropization due to pitch-angle scattering, see Lyons (1984)). Electrons drift toward
Earth with ẋ = V (x) = cEy/Bz(x) speed and convection electric field Ey ≈ const
(Sergeev et al., 1996). Thus, we can write:

Ė = qE0bq−1
1

Bz0

∂Bz
∂x

c
Ey
Bz

= qEc∂Bz
∂x

Ey
B2
z

≡ E
T (x)

(2)

where T (x) is the timescale of energy change due to adiabatic heating.201

Therefore, we obtain the modified kinetic equation as follows:

∂f

∂x
=
∂f

∂E
E
l(x)

− 1

V (x)

f

τloss(E)
(3)

where l(x) = T (x)V (x) = (q∂ lnBz/∂x)
−1

.202

For infinitely large τloss (i.e., in absence of losses), this equation describes adi-
abatic heating that is shown to result in overestimation of the phase space density
increase for energetic electrons (see Fig. 6). Thus, we introduce a finite τloss for ener-
getic electrons (E > E∗) that can be scattered into a loss cone by magnetic field-line
curvature (Eshetu et al., 2018) and wave-particle interactions (Ni et al., 2016):

τ−1loss =

{
0, if E < E∗
τ−10 (E/E∗ − 1)β , if E > E∗

(4)

This function depends on three parameters: β, τ0 and E∗. We determine their values203

by matching the kinetic equation solution to the observed evolution of the electron204

energy distribution in the following way. We start from the time-averaged (during205

the subintervals near the neutral plane for each event) distribution function measured206

by THEMIS B fB(E) (farthest from Earth) and substitute it into Equation (3) as207

a initial condition. Then we obtain solution of this equation for x corresponding to208

the locations of THEMIS D (i.e., fB→D(E)). Towards that goal we use the magnetic209

field Bz(x) profile (obtained from fitting the observed magnetic field by a power-law210

function by least squares method, see Fig.3). Additionally, we use a constant elec-211

tric field Ey (we set Ey = 0.2 mV/m as typical of quiet-time magnetotail convection212

(Angelopoulos et al., 1993); note that the magnitude of Ey does not change the ef-213

ficiency of electron adiabatic heating, which is controlled by the Bz(x) profile). We214

define β, τ0 and E∗ by least squares method that provide the best agreement between215

solution of Equation (3) – fB→D(E), and the observed electron energy distribution –216

fD(E). The final parameters during each event are shown in Table (2). Typical ener-217

gies at which losses should be important, E ≥ 1 keV, correspond to the suprathermal218

electron population, which is indeed scattered by magnetic field-line curvature and219

wave-particle interactions (Eshetu et al., 2018; Ni et al., 2016). The typical timescale220

of scattering, τ0 ∈ [10, 30] min, which corresponds to diffusion rates of D ∼ 10−3221

s around the loss cone, is reasonable for electron cyclotron waves (Ni et al., 2012;222

X. Zhang et al., 2014), upper-band chorus waves (Ni, Thorne, Shprits, et al., 2011),223

and broadband electrostatic turbulence (Vasko et al., 2018). Note that τ0 is mostly224

determined by the rate of earthward electron transport, i.e., τ0 ∝ 1/Ey and thus τ0,225

can vary with the average Ey, which is further determined by magnetotail conditions226

and solar wind-magnetosphere coupling (Sergeev et al., 1996).227

Figure 7 shows spectra fD(E) (blue line) and the solution of Equation (3) fB→D(E)228

without any losses, which effectively corresponds to τloss →∞ case (red line) and with229

τloss (yellow line) from Table (2). The high phase space density of fB→D(E) at low en-230

ergies (less than ∼ 1keV) results from heating of low-energy electrons (energies below231

∼ 50eV in fB(E)). This electron population is affected by field-aligned electric fields232

–9–
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Table 2. Table of τloss parameters obtained by the least squares method. The ± shows the

range of parameter variation within 50% increase of the magnitude of the least squares residual.

Event β τ0 (min) E∗ (keV)

1. 0.78± 0.02 214± 16 1.43± 0.10
2. 1.02± 0.09 23± 2 6.45± 0.30
3. 0.64± 0.03 13± 0.6 5.68± 0.09
4. 0.60± 0.32 19± 6.5 2.92± 1.43
5. 0.38± 0.13 51± 8.5 2.22± 0.61
6. 0.40± 0.02 27± 1.5 1.83± 0.11

(both quasi-static fields (Lysak & Song, 2011; Egedal et al., 2012) and wave fields233

(Chaston et al., 2012; Damiano et al., 2015; Artemyev et al., 2015)), and we do not234

describe the dynamics of this population here.235

For the energy range > 1 keV, the adiabatic heating significantly overestimates236

the observed population of energetic electrons fD(E), but inclusion of the losses makes237

fB→D(E) close to fD(E). Comparing fD(E) and fB→D(E) without losses, we see that238

adiabatic heating not only overestimates the energetic electron phase space density, but239

also leads to an energy slope different from the observed one. Thus, even by altering the240

efficiency of heating (see discussion in Artemyev, Petrukovich, et al. (2011)), we cannot241

describe fD(E) by fB→D(E) without losses that are more effective for higher energies242

(per Eq. (4)) and can change the energy spectrum slope. Comparisons of fD(E) (blue243

line) and fB→D(E) with losses (dashed yellow line) show that our estimates of τ0 are244

rather reasonable. We then compare these estimates with the maximum possible losses245

to the atmosphere at the strong diffusion limit.246

4 Electron losses247

Figure 7 compares electron spectra measured by ThD (blue) and map of ThB248

spectra to the ThD location by the kinetic equation solution without losses (red) and249

with losses (yellow). Results of this comparison clearly show the importance of electron250

losses in shaping the electron energy spectra during earthward convection. Estimates251

of τloss(E) can be compared with the strong diffusion limit, τSD = τb/4∆α2
LC (Kennel,252

1969) (where τb/4 is a quarter of the electron full bounce period; ∆αLC is the loss cone253

size). The strong diffusion time determines the fastest possible timescale of electron254

losses when the loss cone remains filled due to rapid pitch-angle diffusion. Thus,255

the characteristic loss time τloss determined from the model/observational spectra256

comparison cannot be larger than this strong diffusion limit: τloss ≥ τb/4∆α2
LC .257

The electron bounce time is determined by the magnetic field profile B(s):

τb(E) =

√
me

2E

smax∫
0

ds√
1− sin2 αLCB(s)/B0

≡
√
me

2E
g(αLC ;B(s)) (5)

and we use empirical models to calculate τb(E). Then we solve the equation

τloss(E)

√
2E
me

=
g (αLC ;B(s))

4α2
LC

(6)

to determine the minimum αLC required to explain the estimated τloss. A wider loss258

cone than expected from the electron losses at ∼ 100 km altitude indicate on electrons259

–10–
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Figure 6. Observed electron distribution functions at three spacecraft (left). The same elec-

tron distribution functions energy-shifted by the adiabatic heating factor to ThB (right).

losses at higher altitudes, e.g., due to a field-aligned potential drop that alters electron260

dynamics at low altitudes. To show this effect we use calculated αLC to determine the261

altitude of expected losses, RLC . Although our estimates give αLC(E) and RLC(E),262

in the leading approximation the loss cone angle is determined by the magnetic field263

configuration and does not depend on energy. However, secondary effects (such as264

electron losses caused by field-line acceleration in the auroral region (Lysak, 1990))265

may affect αLC differently for different energies.266

Figure 8 (top panels) shows αLC(E) determined from Equation (6) with τloss267

given by Equation (4) and parameters from Table (2) for three electric field values.268

We determine αLC(E) averages of the data in all six events. The result is obtained269

using the T96(Tsyganenko, 1995) magnetic field model, but we check that the TS04270

(Tsyganenko & Sitnov, 2005) and T01(Tsyganenko, 2002) models lead to very similar271

results.272

As shown in Figure 8 (top panels), αLC(E) may exceed the loss cone size de-273

termined from the magnetic field model for electron losses at 100km altitude (red274

horizontal lines), which is less than 1◦ in the plasma sheet (X.-J. Zhang et al., 2015).275

Thus, electrons should be lost at higher altitudes, e.g., because of additional field-276

aligned acceleration in the auroral acceleration region (Kennel, 1969; Lysak, 1990).277

Using magnetic moment conservation, we thus determine the magnetic field at the278

altitude at which electrons are expected to be lost. Comparing this field with the279

magnetic field models, we determine the expected altitude of losses – RLC . Figure280

8(bottom panels) shows that to explain the observed equatorial phase space densities,281

RLC < 1.5RE (< 3000 km from the Earth surface) for quiet-time convection field 0.05282

mV/m estimates i.e., the effective loss cone should be wider than the one derived when283

100km altitude losses are assumed. This argues in favor of electrostatic potential drops284

or very effective wave scattering even under quiet time conditions.285
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Figure 7. Comparison of electron spectra measured at ThD (blue lines) and map of ThB

spectra to the ThD location for six events: red lines show maps (solutions of the kinetic equa-

tion) in the absence of electron pitch-angle scattering and accompanying losses, whereas yellow

lines show maps (solutions) with these losses included.
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Figure 8. Blue lines with error bars show estimates of the loss-cone size needed to describe

observed electron losses (top row) and radial distance RLC of electron losses (RLC = RE is the

Earth surface and RLC < RE means that required losses are weaker than the strong diffusion

limit) corresponding to estimated αLC (bottom row). This data averaged over a set of six events

with the corresponding standard deviation shown by error bars. The solid red horizontal line in

the first row shows the loss-cone angle corresponding to the ∼100km altitude (ThD magnetic

field and position are used); the standard deviation is denoted by dashed red lines. The red line

in the second row shows the ∼100km altitude. Three columns correspond to different magnitudes

of the convection electric field Ey shown on top.
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5 Discussion286

Using multiple THEMIS spacecraft observations of electron energy distributions287

at different distances from Earth, we estimated the efficiency of adiabatic heating and288

required losses. Let us discuss several constraints of our approach.289

5.1 Dawn-dusk gradients of electron distribution290

To compare the spectra measured by THEMIS at different radial distances, we
should ensure that the dawn-dusk electron drift is sufficiently weak, and all differ-
ences between spectra are caused by radial (earthward) convection, where the effects
of dawn-dusk inhomogeneity are neglected (see discussion of the importance of this
inhomogeneity for plasma heating on a global magnetosphere scale in Kivelson and
Spence (1988)). We consider equatorial electrons (∼ 90◦ pitch angle), which drift in
E = Eyey and B = B(x)ez fields:

vx = c
Ey
Bz

, vy = −c E⊥
eB2

z

dBz
dx

(7)

where E⊥ is electron energy. These two drift velocity components determine the elec-
tron trajectory on the equatorial plane:

y − y0 = −E⊥,0
eEy

(
Bz
B0z
− 1

)
where we use E⊥/Bz = const, and variables with subindex 0 are for initial electron291

location (i.e., at the radial distance of ThB).292

Between THEMIS B (∼ 20RE) and THEMIS D (∼ 10RE), the magnetic field293

Bz typically varies from about ∼ 2 − 4nT to ∼ 10nT (see Fig. 3). Thus, particles294

with initial energy ∼ 1keV at THEMIS B in Ey = 0.1mV/m would drift in y − y0 '295

2 · 104km ' 3RE . At the radial distances of THEMIS B, there are no dawn-dusk296

gradients in plasma parameters with such small scales (Wang et al., 2009). Therefore,297

electron dawn-dusk drift most likely does not affect the electron spectrum change from298

THEMIS B to THEMIS D.299

5.2 Local acceleration300

Although the observed electron heating is generally consistent with adiabatic301

heating by a convection electric field, electron populations with energies below a few302

keV are also subject to field-aligned acceleration/cooling by parallel electric fields. In303

a quiet plasma sheet, however, such fields are expected to affect mostly < 1 keV elec-304

trons, for which we observe flattened electron energy spectra (see Figs. 6, 7). And,305

indeed, Egedal et al. (2012) demonstrated that similar flattened electron spectra can306

be associated with local electron acceleration by quasi-static parallel electric fields307

generated by ion-electron decoupling around thin current sheets (e.g., around the re-308

connection region). Because a finite drop in the scalar potential along magnetic field309

lines can accelerate electrons independently of their initial energy, the final energy310

distribution would have a prolonged plateau. Although there is no evidence of mag-311

netic reconnection in THEMIS observations in the six selected events (the near-Earth312

reconnection is usually located around x ∼ −20 − 30RE (Angelopoulos et al., 2008;313

Petrukovich et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011) or even farther from Earth (Genestreti et314

al., 2013)), the mechanism proposed by Egedal et al. (2012) would still work well in a315

thin current sheet with expected finite parallel electric fields (see, e.g., (Artemyev et316

al., 2018)). Thus, we probably can attribute the observed flattened electron spectra317

at < 1 keV to the effect of such field-aligned electric fields, whereas electron heating318

at higher (> 1 keV) energies does not show clear field-aligned anisotropy (Artemyev319

et al., 2014) and is most likely associated with the adiabatic heating.320
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5.3 Loss cone widening321

Low-altitude measurements (e.g., by DMSP (Newell et al., 2009, 2010) and FAST322

(Dombeck et al., 2018)) of precipitating electron fluxes generally show very high levels323

(around the strong diffusion limit) of fluxes from the plasma sheet. Our estimates of324

the required electron losses agree well with these measurements. Moreover, we suggest325

that the actual loss cone in the plasma sheet should widen to account for precipitation326

exceeding the strong diffusion estimates in our model. Such a widening can be caused327

by to electron acceleration along magnetic field lines at low altitudes (Mozer et al.,328

1980), e.g., acceleration by transient parallel electric fields of kinetic/inertial Alfven329

waves (Rankin et al., 1999; Chaston et al., 2002; Tikhonchuk & Rankin, 2002; Dombeck330

et al., 2018) or by quasi-static electric fields of the auroral acceleration region (Mozer331

& Kletzing, 1998; Ergun et al., 2002, 2004; Echim et al., 2009; Birn et al., 2012). Such332

fields are indeed observed at altitudes of a few RE (Wygant et al., 2002; Li et al.,333

2014). Although such acceleration is not very important for high-energy (> 10 keV)334

electrons precipitating from the inner magnetosphere (Ni et al., 2016; Nishimura et335

al., 2020), it may significantly impact precipitation of plasma sheet energetic (∈ [1, 10]336

keV) electrons. Our results suggest that energy fluxes of plasma sheet electrons should337

be almost always above the strong diffusion limit (i.e., precipitating electron fluxes338

should be larger than fluxes uniformly filling the loss-cone determined by the magnetic339

field configuration), and this estimate may be important for magnetosphere-ionosphere340

coupling models included in global MHD simulations (e.g., El-Alaoui et al. (2008)).341

5.4 Scattering mechanisms342

Sufficiently strong electron pitch-angle scattering is needed to keep the loss cone343

filled, i.e., to provide precipitation at the strong diffusion limit. Although scattering344

of plasma sheet electrons is usually resonant scattering by electron cyclotron harmonic345

waves (Ni, Thorne, Horne, et al., 2011; X. Zhang et al., 2014; X.-J. Zhang et al., 2015),346

whistler-mode waves (Ni, Thorne, Meredith, et al., 2011; Ni et al., 2016; Khazanov347

et al., 2017), and broadband electrostatic noise (Vasko et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2020;348

Khazanov et al., 2021), these emissions are transient and generally associated with349

fast plasma flows and dipolarization fronts (Deng et al., 2010; Panov et al., 2013;350

X. Zhang & Angelopoulos, 2014; Malaspina et al., 2015; Mozer et al., 2015; Breuillard351

et al., 2016; X. Zhang et al., 2018). Steadier precipitation can be provided by curva-352

ture scattering of electrons with sufficiently large equatorial gyroradii, i.e., sufficiently353

large energy (Birmingham, 1984; Büchner & Zelenyi, 1989). Accurate estimates of the354

curvature scattering effect in stretched magnetotail field lines require precise informa-355

tion about the current sheet thickness L and the equatorial magnetic field component356

Bn transverse to the current sheet plane. These parameters can be measured only by357

multi-spacecraft missions (see Knetter et al. (2004); Sergeev et al. (2006) for discussions358

on the low accuracy of single-spacecraft measurements in determining the local coordi-359

nate system required to estimate Bn). Available magnetotail current sheet databases360

(Nakamura et al., 2006; Runov et al., 2006; Petrukovich et al., 2015; Vasko et al.,361

2015; Lu et al., 2019) show a wide range of L ∈ [300, 3000] km and Bn ∼ (0.03, 0.3)B0,362

where B0 is the magnetic field magnitude at the current sheet boundary. Thus, the363

range of the electron adiabaticity parameter κe = (Bn/B0)
√
L/ρe ∈ [0.1, 10] for364

the thermal electron gyroradius ρe (Artemyev et al., 2016). Because this parame-365

ter controls the efficiency of curvature scattering (the diffusion rate is ∼ exp(−κ2e) see366

Birmingham (1984)), we should observe magnetized (adiabatic) electrons with weak367

scattering frequently. Eshetu et al. (2018, 2019) showed that low-frequency magnetic368

field fluctuations can locally reduce Bn and significantly enhance electron scattering369

and precipitation. This is one of the most promising explanations for the observed370

strong electron losses that are shown here with rather conservative estimates from the371

observed current sheets.372
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6 Conclusions373

We investigate thermal electron spectra in Earth’s magnetotail by combining374

a simple model of electron convection and losses with an analysis of simultaneous375

observations of these spectra at different distances from Earth. The main results in376

the study are:377

1. Adiabatic electron heating caused by convection can result in a clear increase378

in energetic (> 1 keV) electron fluxes. This increase, however, is much weaker379

than predicted from pure adiabatic heating, implying that additional energetic380

electron losses should be taken into account to describe the observed electron381

spectra.382

2. The estimated electron losses are comparable to losses at the strong diffusion383

limit, i.e., electron scattering should keep the loss cone full almost all the time384

during electron convection in the middle tail. Moreover, for a not-so-small385

convection electric field (i.e., for not-so-slow convection), the expected losses386

would exceed the strong diffusion limit, indicative of a widened loss cone possibly387

due to electron field-aligned acceleration within the auroral acceleration region.388
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